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Raman spectroscopy and X-ray scattering are 
complementary techniques. Whilst one provides 
information relating to molecular bond energies and 
orientations, the other probes a sample's crystallographic 
structure and morphology. Thus, not only do they provide 
differing information, but this relates to quite different 
length scales within a materials' hierarchical structure. 
However, the two techniques also share several 
similarities. They are non-contact and non-destructive for 
many materials, and neither requires modified or coated 
samples. As a result, both are used extensively for in-situ 
studies such as investigating the effects of deformation, 
temperature or pressure, and are frequently reported 
together. Over recent years Raman spectroscopy and X-
ray scattering have independently evolved microfocus 
capabilities. With smaller laser and X-ray beams, smaller 
structural heterogeneities can be resolved within an 
individual sample. Microfocussing also allows confined 
sample volumes to be studied and reduces averaging when 
performing in-situ experiments. However, microscopic 
sampling can be problematic for combinatorial studies. In 
particular, many materials are heterogeneous over such 
length scales. This makes it difficult to ensure that data 
collected sequentially is from the same point on the 
specimen. Meanwhile, for in-situ studies, it is very 
difficult to reproduce dynamic behaviour in sequential 
experiments. Many of these difficulties can be overcome 
by collecting both data sets simultaneously in-situ. This 
capability is available at the ID13 beamline of the ESRF. 
Its combined µRaman and µXRD setup delivers the laser 
and X-ray beams to the same point on the sample 
simultaneously using an on-axis geometry, [1]. At the 
common focal position both beams have a spot size of 
approximately 1 µm, [1]. This novel tool for materials' 
characterisation ensures a common sampling location on 
the specimen and consistency during dynamic studies. In 
addition, it also reduces experimental time, and is 
beneficial for rare and valuable samples. The system’s 
specifications and capabilities have been demonstrated 
using laboratory-produced specimens, [1]. Meanwhile, its 
novel ability to access both the crystalline and amorphous 
fraction has already provided a new insight into structure-
property relationships in high-performance fibres, [2]. 
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The knowledge of strain, chemical composition, inter-
mixing at the interfaces, are of great importance to 
understand the growth mechanism as well as the electronic 
and optical properties of hetero and nanostructures. 
Moreover, to be suitable for devices, the nanostructures 
are encapsulated or embedded in a superlattice and 
capping plays a decisive role in the modification of the 
optical properties by modifying the strain and possibly 
inducing atomic diffusion. Strain is closely related to 
composition, shape and aspect ratio of the nanostructures, 
and on the mutual stress which nanostructures, substrate 
and the matrix apply to each other. X-ray diffraction is 
known to be a powerful tool for measuring strain fields. 
The combination of MAD which allows to extract the 
scattering amplitude of the resonant  atoms, and DAFS, 
which allows to determine the local environment of atoms 
located in an iso-strain volume selected by diffraction, is a 
very powerful approach to disentangle strain and 
compostion. A MAD or a DAFS experiment consists in 
recording the scattered intensity as a function of the 
incoming x-ray beam energy in the vicinity of absorption 
edges. Like X-ray Absorption Fine Structure (XAFS), 
DAFS provides information about the local environment 
of the resonant atom (also known as the anomalous atom). 
We will give a brief insight on the basic principles of the 
MAD and DAFS methods. Then we will report examples 
of grazing incidence MAD and grazing incidence DAFS 
studies of the structural properties of GaN Quantum Dots 
and InAs Quantum Wires (embedded or not) [1,2,3,4,5]. 
We will also give a comparison with glancing angle x-ray 
absorption  (XAFS) studies and show the complementarity 
of XAFS and DAFS. 
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xTiO2-(60-x)SiO2-40Na2O glasses have proven an 
interesting nonlinear optical properties [1]. The 
investigated glasses show one order of magnitude 


